
Cambodia
Quality Education

AIESEC & The UN Global Goals

We aim to achieve goal #4 Quality Education
Target: 
4.1 - By 2030, ensure that all girls and boys complete free, equitable and 
quality primary and secondary education leading to relevant and effective 
learning outcomes
4.2 - By 2030, ensure that all girls and boys have access to quality early 
childhood development, care and pre-primary education so that they are 
ready for primary education
4.6 - By 2030, ensure that all youth and a substantial proportion of adults, 
both men and women, achieve literacy and numeracy

BeOn YoRDreams
Why Are We Doing this Project?

During Khmer Rouge regime from 1975 to 1979, all educated people were killed especially 
teachers, therefore, Cambodia is still struggling from the aftermath due to lack of competent 
teachers that affects the young generation. Moreover, ASEAN integration is going to happen 

and Cambodia is not ready especially for young people that they are still lack of language 
literacy and international mindset. Therefore, Education is the key to be ready for changes 

and be outstanding in the regional and global network.
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Implementation Methodology
AIESEC will prepare and manage the projects with target of 20 schools and NGOs in Phnom 
Penh city. The project will be carried out by having interns to teach English in the schools or 
NGOs with the main objective to provide literacy and bring broader mindset. To support the 
interns, AIESEC will be integrating the them into Cambodian culture and reality by city tour 
to Genocide Museum which brings more clarity on why Education is important in Cambodia 
and also preparation seminar to help the interns to be ready. Moreover, the interns will be 

supported by the school to come up with teaching plans and class activities that could bring 
more standard education for the children and youth. During the project, AIESEC will be 

supporting the interns in terms of living condition and logistics support. 

Aside from teaching, the interns will get an opportunity to showcase about their culture in 
Global Village, hosted by AIESEC, aiming to promote cultural difference to the public and 
engage with more people. The key outcome of the project is the impact that interns make 

on the children to achieve literacy and broad understanding/mindset. 

We aim to impact more than 1000 young students
this summer, come and join us!

Teaching to Children 
On weekday, interns have to teach at school or NGOs that AIESEC partner with. To ensure 
alignment, interns also has to follow the school’s curriculum but interns can add new activities or 
various type of activities to engage and develop the students. Meanwhile, interns will be supported
by the school or NGOs and from AIESEC in terms of preparing for class activities and lesson. 

City tour 
AIESEC will guide the interns to study more about Cambodia reality and history throughout visiting
remarkable places in Phnom Penh city such as Genocide Museum, Killing Fields, Royal Palace, 
National Museum and Underpriviledged area. 

Our Partners (Schools & NGOs)
1. DK School House
2. Student Development Institute
3. Salamom School 
4. Cambodia Center for Student Development
5. Janesana School
6. Eastern Academy 
7. Angkor Khemera School

8. AET School
9. Children & Youth Development Organization
10. Save Poor Children in Asia Organization 
11. Association of Kratie Students
12. CamseaCom School
13. Bright Time School
14. Hi-Bridge School

Project Cycle

2nd May - 12th June
6 Weeks (Can start one week earlier) 

13th June - 24th July
Summer Cycle 1 - 6 Weeks  

18th July - 28th August
Summer Cycle 2 - 6 Weeks  
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